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Microstructures are Heterogeneous

Grain
structure

(a)

(b)

Al-7wt%Si cylindrical casting
method. Then, using the mesoscopic scale of
individual grains, the CA model is introduced

of the phase a if Fa(x) = 1, or in some othe
(not a) phase if Fa(x) = 0.* The transition

Fig. 1 Ingot structure (a) as observed in a longitudinal cross section of a 0.17 m (7 in.) height Al-7 wt%Si cylindrica
casting. Distinction is possible between elongated columnar grains located in the bottom two-thirds of th
casting and the isotropic equiaxed grains in the top region. Magnification in (b) reveals the dendritic microstructur
of the alloy, with an interdendritic black region corresponding to a eutectic microstructure that is not resolved at thi
scale. The size of the highlighted square would be typical of the representative elementary volume used to solv
conservation equations at the scale of the casting using a finite element method. Only one REV is represented whil
the number of REV is defined to fully cover the domain of the casting to be modeled.
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Gandin, Steinbach:
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microstructure
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Growth
direction

monitored throughout the AM build and did not exceed 6 ppm at
any point.
After AM fabrication, the 304L substrates were machined away.
Several cylinders were sectioned to provide AM-as-built samples
while others were heat-treated to recrystallize the AM microstructure. The recrystallization heat treatment was 1060 ! C for 1 h
under vacuum followed by cooling to room temperature in 2 ½
minutes by rapid Argon gas quenching. The heat treatment led to a
fully recrystallized AM microstructure (hereafter referred to as AMRx or AM-recrystallized).

M2m optical microscope of the starting microstructures and those
following incipient spallation testing. In preparation for EBSD
analysis, the samples were electropolished and very slightly
electro-etched in a solution of 60% nitric acid and 40% water, at 6 V
and 3 V, respectively. EBSD analysis was performed with a step size
of 0.25 mm on a Phillips XL30 FEG SEM, using the TSL Data Collection and Analysis software.
EBSD crystal direction maps of the microstructures of the three
316L SS starting materials are shown in Fig. 1. The EBSD scans were
performed in the in-plane direction for the three materials. The
annealed wrought plate material exhibits an equiaxed microstructure displaying a nominal average grain size of 29 mm. The
crystallographic texture of this 316L SS was investigated using Xray diffraction to be almost random [33,34]. The AM-As-Built displays a macroscopic squamous or ﬁsh-scale type morphology
optically (see LOM insert) indicative of the deposit interfaces of the
alternate layers of the build and a complex, ﬁne-scaled, and dendritic microstructure with an average grain size of 4.5 mm. The asdeposited microstructure is characterized by a primary matrix of
austenite (FCC) with 2e2.5 vol% ferrite (BCC), based on EBSD
analysis and magnetometer measurements, due to the primary
144 The AM-Rx displayed a nominally
solidiﬁcation to ferrite [35].

Properties & Performance depend on Microstructures

2.2. Microstructure/post-mortem characterization
Electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) [32] and light optical
microscopy (LOM) were utilized to investigate the cross-sections of
the three starting 316L SS materials as well as sections from the
incipiently spalled samples following shock recovery. Sample
preparation consisted of grinding on SiC paper with increasingly
ﬁner grit, followed by mechanical polishing with 0.3 mm alpha
alumina slurry and then a mixture of 5:1 by volume of 0.04 mm
colloidal silica and hydrogen peroxide. Optical microscopy images
were acquired at various magniﬁcations using a Zeiss Axio Imager
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Fig. 3. Compressive a) quasi-static and b) dynamic SHPB, true stress-true strain responses of 316L SS in the AM-as-built condition, AM þ recrystallization heat-treatment, and
annealed wrought 316L SS.

that the internal grain substructure is formed by regions misorgrains. In this study, we used the TSL Data analysis software [45] to
iented at up to 2" , therefore these regions were not considered to be
not only analyze the grain size, but also to investigate the type of
boundaries. Compared to the wrought and AMþRx materials, the
separate grains. This analysis yields an average macroscopic grain
316L SS AM microstructure exhibits a complex grain substructure.
size of 4.5 mm with a range of 2.5e60 mm. Please note that this
The average equivalent grain size measurement was performed
measurement is performed on 2D sections and grain size interusing classical grain size analysis from multiple EBSD scans by
pretation must be done with care considering the complex
imposing a grain tolerance angle of 5" . This means that connected
morphology of the AM 316L. In this case, it only provides a simple
Fig. 1. Light Optical Microscopy (left) and Electron-Back-Scatter Diffraction (right) images of the 316L SS materials studied: top:points
annealed wrought
plate,
middle: AM-(As-Built), within
and
with
orientations
this angle tolerance were grouped
comparison of grain scales among different materials from 2D
bottom: AM-following recrystallization heat-treatment at 1060C for 1 h (AM-Rx).
into a grain. The grain size is then calculated as the diameter of the
sections. By superimposing an image quality map, the dendritic
features
become apparent
shown in condition,
Fig. 4. Careful
meacircle with the same area as that grain. Using this approach,
the
Fig. 6. Macroscopic
optical metallography
316L SSas
in also
the AM-as-built
AM þ Rx,
and annealed
surements
performed
onstress
optical
images
indicate
that full
dendrite
point-to-point misorientation within a grain will be small,
but the
incipient
damage, and
b) shock loading
to peak
of 6.5
GPa resulted
in nearly
spall in the AM-A
Fig. 3. Compressive a) quasi-static and b) dynamic SHPB, true stress-true strain responses of 316L SS in the AM-as-built condition, AM þ recrystallization heat-treatment, and
thickness
approximately
1.5e2.6 mm. The difﬁculties in perspread of misorientation within a grain can be large, which
works
AMþRecrystallization
(details is
in Fig.
7b).
annealed wrought 316L SS.
well for AM microstructures. The boundary type analysis concluded
forming these measurements arise from the dendrites' complex

316L SS AM + Rx

Gray et al.: Acta Materialia
(2017)
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substructure is formed by regions misor-

grains. In this study, we used the TSL Data analysis software [45] to
not only analyze the grain size, but also to investigate the type of
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iented at up to 2" , therefore these regions were not considered to be
separate grains. This analysis yields an average macroscopic grain

Microstructure Modeling
A multiscale problem
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•
•

•
≈ nm

No such thing as “one model to solve all problems”
Step #1: Select the model (and scale) appropriate to the problem at hand

Challenge specific to fusion-based metal AM: Is AM rapid solidification?

[010]
[100]

Atomistics
Interface pattern

Dendritic array

Hoyt, Asta, Karma:
Mater Sci Eng R
41, 121 (2003)
Tourret et al: Acta
Mater 122, 220 (2017)

Tourret et al:
JOM 67, 1776 (2015)
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Fig. 6. Simulated grain structure for single linear pass GTAW at a given time, observed from the top surface in the range 110 mm < X < 230 mm. The grey domain represents the
weld pool, the liquid cells not being displayed. The numerical and process parameters for D1 e D3 are given in Table 4 (Image height : 6 mm).
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Multiscale Modeling of Powder-Bed Fusion
•

Combining complementary approaches at
different scales
•

Multicomponent alloys → CalPhaD

•

Macroscale thermo-mechanics → Finite Elements

•

Microscale microstructure formation → Phase-Field
Powder-bed fusion of Inconel 718 alloy
Laser direction

Solute (Nb) concentration
Grain map

Elahi, et al./ Computational Materials Science 209 (2022) 111383
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Upscaling Phase Field with Cellular Automaton
•

Quantitative comparison between fast CA and accurate PF
•

“Calibration” of numerical CA parameters, e.g. grid size, for PF-like predictions

Phase-Field
Hardware: 8-GPUs (RTX 2080 Ti)
Wall time ≈ 9 days

Same size: 250 μm × 100 μm × 0.005 s

Cellular Automaton
Hardware: One 2.3GHz Intel core
Wall time ≈ 1 hour
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Microstructure evolution during post processing
•

Martensite decomposition in Ti6Al4V alloy

α’ → α + β

•

Powder-bed fusion cooling rates lead to metastable (V supersaturated) martensite

•

Heat treatment common to reach acceptable strength/ductility trade-off

As-build martensitic
microstructure

Heat treatment

Virtual Processing

White: β phase
Colors: α variants

2.5 μm

Heat-treated microstructure
(EBSD) at 850˚C
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2.5 μm

Simulated
microstructure at 850˚C

Micromechanics of Heterogeneous Microstructures
•

Crystal Plasticity Theory + Computational Homogenization
•

Construction of statistically representative digital microstructures

•

Calibration of CP parameters from literature & one bulk sample

•

Prediction of temperature dependent anisotropic response of the samples
Effect of temperature

Sample: Bulk Z

Sample: Bulk Y

Pilgar, et al. / International Journal of Plasticity 153 (2022) 103250
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Perspectives
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What’s next?
•

ICME: Integrated Computational
Materials Engineering
From Processing to Microstructure to
Properties to Performance

•

Location-specific microstructures
from rapid solidification
PhD Thesis, Jose Mancias
Texas A&M University & IMDEA

•

Multi-material – e.g. compositional
grading
PhD Thesis, Jorge Valilla
Universidad Carlos III Madrid & IMDEA
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